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A word from the Seoul Tourism Organization!

K-beauty is receiving as much global attention as the Hallyu wave! The 2022 Seoul 
Beauty Week will feature numerous experts, influencers, and promising companies 
from the beauty industry and is designed to help participants broaden their 
understanding of Korean beauty. The month of October has officially been designated 
“Seoul Beauty Month” and features events such as Seoul Fashion Week and Seoul 
Design 2022, which connect the celebration of Seoul to wellness and Hallyu to create 
one big one big festival. Experience not only K-beauty but a whole new, beautiful side of Seoul.

Beauty Trend Insight

At “Beauty Trend Insight” you can see experts 
from the beauty industry come together to 
engage in talks, organized by theme, about 
K-beauty. Through the event, participants can 
gain insights into the charming world of 
Korean beauty and its keys to success.

DDate: Oct. 1 (Sat)
Time: 14:00 ‒ 17:30
Venue: Allim Hall 2

Beauty Night! Trend Night!

At “Beauty Night! Trend Night!” 
check out the latest beauty trends 
through the newest products from 
Korean cosmetic companies that are 
leading the country’s beauty industry.

Date: Sep. 30 (Fri)
Time: 16:30 ‒ 19:00Time: 16:30 ‒ 19:00
Venue: Oullim Square

Young Beauty Contest

A makeup artist contest called “Young Beauty 
Contest” will also be held during Seoul Beauty 
Week. Through this contest, promising beauty 
companies and aspiring makeup artists 
compete and are selected for opportunities 
in the beauty industry.

DDate: Oct. 2 (Sun)
Time: 12:00 ‒ 17:00
Venue: Oullim Square

Beauty Indie Expo

2022 Seoul Beauty Week at a glance 
(Main Programs)

The Beauty Indie Expo features about 40 
exhibition/promotional booths where you 
can try promising beauty products. 
You may even get the chance to be filmed for 
Korea’s top beauty program Get It Beauty. 
Also support is available to people in the 
bbeauty industry in cooperation with CJ OnStyle.

Date: Sep. 30 (Fri) ‒ Oct. 2 (Sun)
Time: 10:00 ‒ 18:00
Venue: Allim Hall 2 in DDP
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Period: Sep. 30 (Fri) ‒ Oct. 2 (Sun), 2022

Venue: Oullim Square and Allim Hall 2 in 

Seoul Dongdaemun Design Plaza (DDP)

Participants: Open to anyone interested 

in Seoul-style global beauty

Events: Opening ceremony, Beauty 

Indie Indie Expo, Beauty Trend Insight, 

Trend Talk Concert, Beauty Night! 

Trend Night!, business meet-up and 

pitching contest, Young Beauty Contest, 

and Beauty Trade Show

Event Overview

2022 Seoul Beauty Week
Let Your Own Beauty Bloom!

The global beauty festival “2022 Seoul Beauty Week” 

will be held at Dongdaemun Design Plaza (DDP)—a place where you can see 

Seoul’s latest beauty trends and promising brands all at once! 

Celebrating its inaugural year in 2022, the event combines Seoul’s cultural assets 

and band beauty, offering visitors an abundance of charming contents unique to Seoul. 

Whether you’re a beauty enthusiast, buyer or tourist, this event is for everyone!

A word from the Seoul Tourism Organization!

Don’t miss out on 2022 Seoul Beauty Travel Week which will unfold in Jongno-gu in 
the heart of Seoul! The event includes more nature, activities, and tourism programs 
and classes than any other event, all of which explore a wide range of themes. 
Going far beyond simple tourism, the event is designed to help you experience the 
inherent beauty of Seoul through healthy and beautiful lifestyle programs.

Green Therapy and 
Yun Dongju Literary Museum

Immerse yourself in the emotions of Korean 
literature through the life and works of the 
great Korean poet Yun Dong-ju. After visiting 
the museum, take a walk on the nearby Seoul 
City Wall Trail to gain a sense of reprieve in the 
center of the city. Also complement your 
ppeaceful, literary journey with herbs from the 
official international herbalist.

Gyeongbokgung Palace City Run

Jongno-gu, a place where tradition and modernity coexist! One of the biggest advantages 
of this jogging tour through Jongno-gu is that it takes you around some of the main tourist 
spots in Seoul. Start at Namdaemun Gate, the first national treasure of Korea, and then 
continue past Gyeongbokgung Palace, 
the primary palace of the Joseon 
Dynasty, before continuing on to Seoul 
City Hall, which is the perCity Hall, which is the perfect place to 
stop and take a picture to commemorate 
your experience. Jogging through Seoul 
is an active way to experience the unique 
ambiance of Seoul’s concrete jungle and 
the city’s hanok culture.

[Jogging course] 
Namdaemun ‒ JeonNamdaemun ‒ Jeongdong-gil ‒ Donuimun 
Museum ‒ Gyeongbokgung ‒ Seoul City Hall

Gyeongbokgung Palace Historical Tour

Gyeongbokgung Palace, with its 500 years of history, is one of the top landmarks of Seoul. 
Gyeongbokgung Palace was built during the Joseon Dynasty, a dynasty that greatly 
influenced the Korean culture, mindset, and history. Listen to the historical stories told by 
the palace tour guide to learn more about Seoul!

Jongno-gu Cycling

Bicycling is a fun activity you can enjoy 
in Jongno-gu! Rent a bike to conveniently 
see some of the hot spots of downtown 
Seoul! Bike along the charming roads of 
Jongno-gu, past the hanok houses that 
line the alley in Ikseon-dong, and visit the 
eight seight scenic views of Bukchon Hanok 
Village, while also stopping in front of the 
Blue House.

[Bike tour course]
Gwanghwamun ‒ Seochon Hanok Village 
‒ Inwangsan ‒ Blue House ‒ Bukchon 
Hanok Village

Inwangsan Hiking and Humanities

Outdoor Programs

Hike up Inwangsan Mountain, located to the 
west of Gyeongbokgung Palace, to learn 
stories about the humanities. 
As you hike up Inwangsan, you’ll be met 
with panoramic views of Seoul that are 
as beautiful as a landscape painting. 
LiListening to the different stories on the 
humanities as you hike is a wonderful 
way to broaden your mind while traveling.

[Hiking course]
Gyeongbokgung Station 
(about 1 km away from downtown) ‒ 
Hiking (about 2.7 km) ‒ 
InInwangsan Jarak-gil Trail (about 1.1 km) ‒ 
Suseongdong Valley

[Total hiking distance] Approximately 5 km

[Hiking difficulty] Easy

Class

#Special Class
A special talk and brand class will be held 
every day at 7 P.M. during the 2022 Seoul 
Beauty Travel Week. The classes invite 
visitors to explore the beautiful life along 
with Seoul Beauty Travel Week creative 
didirector Yang Tae-oh!

#Sound Therapy Zone
The hanok-style Beauty House is furnished 
with branded cushions. tucked beneath 
beautiful eaves, where you can stop and 
take a rest. Take a moment to relax as you 
listen to the breeze blowing through the 
wind chimes thwind chimes that hang from the hanok 
roof and immerse yourself in a beautiful 
form of sound therapy that can only be 
found at hanok houses.
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#Photo Kiosk
Create your own beautiful memories of 
Seoul at Seoul Beauty House’s photo kiosk. 
You can print your photos or post them on 
Instagram with a hashtag. Stop and get 
your picture taken at the Seoul Beauty 
House House to preserve unbelievable memories.

Experience

#Brand Experience Zone
This zone is where visitors can experience 
the brands and programs of Seoul Beauty 
Travel Week. Experience programs are 
offered under various themes and include 
a curated aroma therapy program, a tea 
seservice, and a hanok stay program.

Exhibition

#Photo Exhibition
At Hwigyumjae’s central living room and 
another room at the Seoul Beauty House, 
you can enjoy exhibits of beautiful photos 
of Seoul taken by famous photographers 
and city residents. Come and enjoy this 
sstunning display of Seoul’s unique beauty.

Information

Indoor Programs

#information
Stop by the reception desk at the Seoul Beauty 
House to pick up an information booklet and 
receive your special Seoul beauty kit at the 
end of your visit. Also on display at the Seoul 
Beauty House is a video that introduces you 
tto the healthy and beautiful lifestyle 
recommended by the event and Seoul. 
There is also a wall that provides information 
about participating brands as well as postcards 
and much more.

“Take an inspirational trip with Boolocally”

The “2022 Seoul Beauty Travel Week” is only offered to participants 

who register in advance through Boolocally. With Boolocally, 

a content-based map app featuring all the great venues in Seoul, 

users can register for any number of different programs! 

The app and its Local Travel Map function provides information, 

including hours of operation, about remarkable local attractions. 

AAfter registering for 2022 Seoul Beauty Week, visitors must use 

Boolocally’s “Check In” function to check into five or more event 

locations to receive a special beauty kit at the end of their visit. 

Enjoy a better travel experience with Boolocally!

※ Check in: The app’s GPS function allows visitors to check into 

a shop (similar to receiving a tour stamp) within a 80-meter radius

※ Available on iOS & Android 

WeWebsite : https://boolocally.com/

Instagram : @boolocally

YouTube : boolocally

How to register

Period: Sep. 30 (Fri) ‒ Oct. 5 (Wed), 2022 (6 days)
Venue: Jongno-gu and Bukchon Hwigyumjae 
(46-3, Bukchon -ro, Hwigyumjae, Seoul)
Registration: Pre-register using the 
Boolocally app and official website.
*Reservation opens at 14:00 on 6th 
SeSeptember (Tuesday)
Website : www.seoulbeautytravel.com
Time: 10:00 ‒ 20:00 
(Pre-registration ends at 19:00)
Participants: Limited to 20 people per hour
Languages: Korean, English, Chinese 
(Simplified), Japanese
CCost: Free
Benefits: Free beauty kit featuring products by local brands

Event Overview

2022 Seoul Beauty Travel Week
You’re invited to the Seoul Beauty House

The “2022 Seoul Beauty Travel Week” is a curated event that reflects the 

inherent values of Seoul and its unique, healthy, and beautiful lifestyle.

Our travels begin in Jongno-gu, where rest and relaxation are intermingled 

with history and culture.

SStop and rest at one of Seoul’s local brand shops. Refresh your mind and 

renew your energy through the Seoul Beauty Travel Week.

Uncover the hidden beauty of Seoul and rediscover your own beauty along the way.
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